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The mathematical sciences professions are in a
phase transition from which they may well
emerge smaller and/or redistributed and much
more dispersed. We are not an endangered
species, but our health depends on being able
to transcend our historic tendencies toward in-
sularity, on our outreach to all of our sister and
client communities. This message, in diverse
forms, is widely heard today.

The internal mathematical culture continues
its deep investigation of the fundamental struc-
tures of number, space, dynamics,…now with the
added exploratory and processing power of new
technology. These investigations are guided
partly by purely intellectual evolution, but largely
also by the natural sciences, to which math-
ematics furnishes the language and concepts
for description, analysis, modeling, simulation,….
In addition, mathematics provides design and
simulation tools for engineering, technology,
and for the organization and decision processes
of industry. These diverse tools and functions
of mathematical thinking are increasingly man-
ifest in many professions and across the tech-
nical work force.

The phase transition mentioned above in-
volves many partial shifts of focus—from core
mathematics toward applications and toward

interdisciplinary work with the natural and so-
cial sciences, from academic to industrial and
laboratory settings, from individual self-directed
work to collaborative and multidisciplinary ef-
fort, from technical communication with co-spe-
cialists to translational communication across
disciplinary and cultural boundaries,….

Mathematics education is fashioned to pro-
vide appropriate mathematical knowledge, un-
derstanding, and skills to diverse student pop-
ulations. At the postsecondary level, such
education is entrusted to two large communities.
One is based in our system of two-year and com-
munity colleges. The other consists of academic
mathematical scientists, most of whom have
been trained principally to do mathematical re-
search but for whom the economic base of their
profession now is predominantly this educa-
tional mission. There has also been a small but
distinguished group of scholars doing research
and curriculum development in postsecondary
mathematics in the tradition of Pólya—for ex-
ample, Ed Dubinsky, Joan Ferrini-Mundy, Steve
Monk, and Alan Schoenfeld.

The shifts described above are reflected in cor-
responding profound changes now in the role of
mathematics education. In the post-WWII years
we had designed a powerful educational model
for producing an elite cadre of highly trained and
motivated students destined for sophisticated
scientific and technical careers. Some very able
and committed mathematicians turned their
professional energy to this educational task,
often with inspiring success. But for the most
part the pedagogy was formal, didactic, often
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brilliant, and often severe. The many students
whom it alienated and whom it filtered out of
advanced mathematical study were deemed to
fail the high standards of our calling. They were
seen as lacking “the right stuff”. Since the coun-
try did not require vast numbers of mathemat-
ically trained professionals and there was suf-
ficient mathematical talent and motivation to
survive any pedagogy, this filtering system was
considered benign. Many even
considered it desirable.

The emergence of a highly
competitive and technological
world economy has funda-
mentally enlarged the de-
mands on mathematics edu-
cation. We now seek for the
broad work force levels of sci-
entific and technical compe-
tence and literacy that ap-
proach what was formerly
deemed appropriate for only a
select and specialized student
population. These same
changes make increased de-
mands of technical literacy for
responsible and informed par-
ticipation in our modern de-
mocratic society. These pres-
sures give an added practical
edge to the traditional argu-
ment for the cultural enrich-
ment and intellectual empow-
erment that mathematical
ideas and thinking can confer.
When large numbers of stu-
dents fail and/or leave math-
ematical study, which is the gateway to such
competence and literacy, this is judged now to
be the failure, not of the students, but of the ed-
ucational system. Moreover, the students lost are
disproportionately from the minority and fe-
male populations that constitute the major in-
flux into the work force.

The time has come for mathematical scientists
to reconsider their role as educators. We con-
stitute a profession that prides itself on pro-
fessionalism, on an ethos of quality performance
and rigorous accountability. Yet academic math-
ematical scientists, who typically spend at least
half of their professional lives teaching, receive
virtually no professional preparation or devel-
opment as educators, apart from the role mod-
els of their mentors. Imagine learning to sing
arias simply by attending operas, learning to
cook by eating, learning to write by reading.
Much of the art of teaching—the thinking, the
dynamic observations and judgments of an ac-
complished teacher—is invisible to the outside
observer. And, in any case, most academic math-

ematical scientists rarely have occasion to ob-
serve really good undergraduate teaching.

While one does not learn good cooking by
eating, neither does one learn it just by reading
cookbooks or listening to lectures. Cooking is
best learned by cooking, with the mentorship of
an accomplished cook, that is, by an appren-
ticeship model. In fact, teacher education also
is designed with a mixture of didactic and ap-

prenticeship instruction. Pro-
fessional development of aca-
demic mathematical scientists
as teachers should perhaps
be similarly modeled on learn-
ing in the context of practice,
with only relatively small
doses of the more formalized
styles of learning with which
we are most familiar. Good
designs for doing this in a sys-
tematic way are not now com-
mon. Education professionals
can help us in creating and
experimenting with such de-
signs.

Effective teaching requires
that a teacher know his/her
students, to be able not only
to explain things to them but
to be able to listen to them
closely and with understand-
ing. And knowing something
for oneself or for communi-
cation to an expert colleague
is not the same as knowing it
for explanation to a student.
Further, the experience of a

mathematical scientist as a learner may not be
the best model for the learning of his/her stu-
dent. These are the kinds of skills and aware-
nesses that professional development can help
cultivate.

Of course, there have always been in our pro-
fessional ranks some very effective, even in-
spiring teachers. They have become so through
a combination of talent, personal commitment,
hard work, and practice—and without recourse
to professional educators. But do these isolated
individuals constitute a model for the educa-
tional responsibility of our profession? Are we—
and the public we serve—to be content with the
condition that some few among our ranks have
chosen to take the individual initiative to develop
their teaching skills? Imagine, by contrast, aban-
doning our disciplined education in rigorous
mathematics for future researchers to a lais-
sez-faire system of individual self-instruction
when the impulse happens to be present. How
might that affect the quality of our research
community?
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The disposition of many mathematicians to-
ward the problems of education well reflects
their professional culture, which implicitly de-
means the importance and substance of peda-
gogy. Mathematical scientists typically address
educational issues exclusively in terms of sub-
ject matter content and technical skills, with the
“solution” taking the form
of new curriculum materi-
als. Curriculum is, indeed, a
crucial aspect of the prob-
lem and one to which math-
ematically trained profes-
sionals have a great deal of
value to offer. But, taken
alone, it can and often does
ignore issues of cognition
and learning, of multiple
strategies for active en-
gagement of students with
the mathematics, and of as-
sessing their learning and
understanding. Ironically,
the mathematical prepara-
tion of school teachers is
frequently entrusted to
these same mathematical
scientists, who are often nei-
ther trained in nor sensitive
to the pedagogical aspects
of teaching mathematics to
young students. Pedagogy is
not something to be added
after the fact to content. Ped-
agogy and content are inex-
tricably interwoven in ef-
fective teaching. Pedagogy, like language itself,
can either liberate or imprison ideas, inspire or
suffocate constructive thinking.

In fact, change on this front has already begun
to occur, most notably that stimulated by the so-
called calculus reform movement. (For an ex-
cellent report on this, see “Assessing Calculus
Reform Efforts”, by Alan Tucker, MAA, 1995.) To
the often-skeptical mathematicians outside this
activity, the phenomenon is seen as one pro-
ducing new curricular materials and of intro-
ducing much more systematic uses of technol-
ogy in teaching calculus. These new materials
have been the subject of animated and healthy
debate, though some of the opponents have
been so stridently and indiscriminately critical
as to polarize discussion and impede rational dis-
course. On the other hand, the people actually
engaged in reform calculus teaching typically
have a different sense of its significance. They
show the same healthy skepticism toward cur-
riculum materials that mathematical scientists
have always shown, and they exercise appro-
priate professional judgment on the manner

and extent of use of these materials. What they
find most significant about the reform is their
personal transformation and the change in their
professional practice as teachers. They gain a
sense of having become members of a commu-
nity for which the practice of teaching has be-
come a part of professional consciousness and

collegial communication, not un-
like their professional practice
of mathematics itself. It is the
creation of this substantial com-
munity of professional math-
ematician-educators that is, to
my mind, the most significant
(and perhaps least anticipated)
product of the calculus reform
movement. This is an achieve-
ment of which our community
can be justly proud and which
deserves to be nurtured and en-
hanced. In addition to the ACRE
report cited above, the JPBM
study on “Rewards and Recog-
nition in the Mathematical Sci-
ences” is an important gesture
in this direction, one that is
widely appreciated and cited by
our colleagues in other disci-
plines.

Some might be inclined to
cite the calculus reform move-
ment as a case of teaching im-
provement without the aid of
professional educators. On the
contrary, there were instances of

significant consultation with education special-
ists. Moreover, the mathematicians who were
fully engaged in this from the early stages and
who had to design programs to prepare the
teaching staffs for these new courses effectively
became education specialists with a particular
kind of professional expertise. They were funded
and devoted a major part of their time to this
development. (I do not rule out the possibility
that an education professional may also be a
mathematician.) Furthermore, it is quite evident
that the pedagogical philosophy that guided the
calculus reform powerfully reflected that ex-
pressed in the K–12 reform efforts, which came
from the thinking of the professional education
community.

Once persuaded of the need for improved
professional development as teachers, as many
mathematical scientists and/or departments
(often under external pressure) have become,
how do they go about achieving this? How, with-
out prior professional development as teach-
ers, can we mathematical scientists design
courses and/or programs to provide this now for
present and future faculty? Part of the answer
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is that we cannot do it alone, either as math-
ematical scientists isolated from experienced
professional educators (who may themselves
also be mathematically trained) or as individual
mathematical scientists without the collective
support of our ambient departments and insti-
tutional environments. Many mathematical sci-
entists have tended to look upon education pro-
fessionals with doubts bordering on ill-disguised
contempt; it is not an easy proposition that we
now have much to learn from them and need
their professional help. Much remains to be done
to establish contexts for respectful communi-
cation and professional collaboration between
mathematical scientists and education profes-
sionals—from school teachers to people doing
education research. This is ultimately a two-way
street, along which mathematical scientists can
contribute to the disciplinary strengthening of
school programs and teaching practice, while the
teacher and education research communities
can elevate the pedagogical consciousness and
competence of academic mathematical scien-
tists.

Mathematics education, unlike mathematics
itself, is not an exact science; it is much more
empirical and inherently multidisciplinary. Its
aims are not intellectual closure but helping
other human beings, with all of the uncertainty
and tentativeness that that entails. It is a social
science, with its own standards for evidence,
methods of argumentation and theory building,
professional discourse, etc. It has an established
research base, from which a great deal has been
learned in the past few decades that has an im-
portant bearing on the educational performance
for which academic mathematicians are re-
sponsible.

What kinds of things need to be done? At the
very least, our graduate students, who regularly
perform as TAs or instructors, must be given se-
rious teaching preparation, not only for their du-
ties while graduate students, but also for their
roles as possible future university or college fac-
ulty or even as school teachers. Even if their ca-
reer paths do not take them into the academic
world, much of what they need to learn in the
way of teaching skills forms part of the broader
need for better communication skills in diverse
settings. This will make them better and more
effective spokespersons in their work and com-
munities for the importance of sound math-
ematics education. As part of the general aim to
make our graduate students more professionally
versatile, the professional development of teach-
ing and communication skills is a vital compo-
nent. Indeed, such professional development is
appropriate for current mathematics faculty as
well as for graduate students. In addition, math-
ematics education provides an important op-

tion in the design of new professional masters
degree programs in mathematical sciences de-
partments. The resources that support such pro-
grams should also provide for ongoing profes-
sional educational development of current
faculty.

A further important challenge is the design
by mathematical scientists in collaboration with
education professionals of mathematics courses,
based in mathematics departments and devoted
to the mathematical preparation of future school
teachers. Of course, one must distinguish here
the needs of elementary teachers from those of
secondary teachers. This is an area desperately
in need of thoughtful development and experi-
mentation and which has not received the qual-
ity attention by mathematical scientists that it
deserves. It invites the possibility of some novel
and creative collaborations, where conventional
ways of thinking have repeatedly failed to pro-
duce desired results.

The above kinds of efforts can be greatly fa-
cilitated by networking with colleagues on other
campuses where similar efforts are more highly
evolved. There are various activities organized
by the Mathematics Education Reform (MER)
network and in special sessions at the winter
joint meetings of MAA/AMS that support such
networking.

While mathematics and mathematics educa-
tion in the U.S. at the school, college, and grad-
uate levels historically have been culturally and
professionally separated—a separation visible in
the distinct agendas and cultures of the AMS,
MAA, AMATYC, and NCTM—it becomes clear to
anyone who contemplates the need for im-
provement of mathematics education in Amer-
ica that this problem cannot be realistically seg-
mented into components for which these four
communities take separate and uncoordinated
responsibility. As mathematical scientists, as
mathematics education researchers, and as
teachers in universities, colleges, community
colleges and schools, we must begin to see our
concerns for graduate, undergraduate, and K–12
education as parts of an integrated educational
enterprise in which we have to learn to com-
municate and collaborate across cultural, disci-
plinary, and institutional borders, just as we are
called upon to do in mathematical sciences re-
search.
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